Primary Maker: Tiffany Studios
Title: Favrile Fabrique table lamp
Date: designed ca. 1913
Medium: Gilt bronze, glass
Dimensions: Overall (height, diameter): 23 1/2 × 14 1/2 in. (59.7 × 36.8 cm)
Credit Line: Gift of Dr. Egon Neustadt
Object Number: N84.13.1

Object Name: Lampshade
Classification: TIFFANY

Curatorial Remarks:
The "Favrile Fabrique" shade retailed for $50.00 in Tiffany Studios' 1913 price list.

Physical Description:
Gilt bronze and glass Favrile Fabrique table lamp; cone-shaped sixteen-sided shade, each side composed of 3-inch-long panel of amber pleated glass, vertically rippled in a linenfold design and bounded top and bottom by thin strips of the same glass; integrated Petal base (N84.13.2) has tubular center stem encased by long stylized leaves; shade, base, and cap (N84.13.3) doré finish.
